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The Future of Public Transportation in Jeopardy
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' n January 14, the Regional Transpor-

tation Authority Board of Directors

unanimously passed a $1.2 billion

budget. But with RTA Chairman Gayle

M. Franzen proclaiming it was nothing

but a "smoke and mirrors" budget, the

Chicago Transit Authority faces a $10

million shortfall unless the CTA presents

a plan by August 15 which recommends

ways to permanently deal with its

chronic financial woes.

"By passing this budget, we have

averted a serious crisis—for now,"

Chairman Franzen said. "But by August

15, we must come to grips with the

seriousness of the region's financial

situation."

The specifics of the budget note the

CTA's $30 million operating deficit will

be covered by two sources. Twenty

million dollars will be diverted from the

RTA's capital program to cover a

portion of the shortfall, and a $10 million

loan will cover the remainder. The loan

money will be h^ansferred to the CTA

only after it presents its plan in August.

If no plan is presented, CTA riders

could face major, and perhaps perma-

nent, service cuts in fuhire years. The

CTA will be seeking new sources of

money and will be detailing plans to

downsize the system to avert financial

troubles in fuhire years. Current

projections indicate a $50 million

shortfall in 1995 unless something

changes in the status quo.

The RTA has suffered from the

recession and slow economic growth like

all units of government. In 1991, its sales

tax revenue fell by more than 4 percent

to an amount that was below revenues

in 1989, two years earlier. While some

growth is expected for this year, our

sales tax revenues are still expected to be

below what was received in 1990.

Ridership, which produced fare rev-

enues to cover half of the system's

operating expenses, also declined with

the economy.

At the same time revenues were

suffering, expenses increased from the

pressures of cost of medical insurance,

the cost of awards and settlements from

injury claims, costs for compliance with

government mandates such as the

Americans with Disabilities Act and the

Clean Air Act, and the cost of contrac-

tual wage increases.

The RTA has done what it could to

minimize the effects of the lower

revenues and higher expenses on

ser\'ices to the region. In 1989, in 1990

and in 1991, and for part of 1992, the

RTA provided the Service Boards with

additional hjnds during the year to

cover shortfalls in budgeted revenues.

In 1992, the RTA reached the limits of its

ability to cover shortfalls. To avoid

immediate service cuts or fare increases,

the RTA offered loans to the Service

(continued on page 5)

RTA Transit Check

Now A $60 Value

As of January 1, legislation

approved by the Federal govern-

ment allows the RTA Transit Check

program to offer checks for up to

$60 a month.

"This tremendous program has

just gotten that much better," said

RTA Executive Director Laura A.

Jibben. "RTA Transit Check

benefits everyone: employees

receive a tax-free benefit; employers

improve employee morale and

mobility; and public transportation

wins new riders while its existing

customer base is strengthened.

Now employers can offer up to $60

a month to subsidize their employ-

ees use of public transportation."

RTA Transit Check is tax-free for

employees, and a tax-deductible

business expense for employers.

The RTA Transit Check is, essen-

tially, a voucher purchased by

employers and distributed to their

employees. RTA Transit Checks

may be used to purchase tokens or

transit passes for all services of

Pace, Metra and the Chicago Transit

Authority, as well as the South

Shore Raikoad. Employees simply

submit the voucher when purchas-

ing any public transportation fare

medium, and pay the difference, if

any.

RTA Transit Check may be used

as an on-going monthly subsidy, as

(continued on page 6)
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From The Chairman

1 he challenges facing public transportation today are great. As the oversight

agency charged with the responsibility of maintaining the financial stability of

transit in Northeastern Illinois, the Regional Transportation Authority reaUzes the

tremendous tasks that lie ahead. We will continue to monitor the long-term

financial trends of the region; while at the same time address the short-term crises.

We view this challenge as an opportimity to build a transit system that will

efficiently and effectively help alleviate stifling traffic congestion and help control

air pollution. Through innovation, we have the chance to impact this region and

shape the course of public policy on transportation issues.

Simple solutions, however, are not readily apparent. Therefore, we must

continue to work on a detailed plan of how to go about solving the extieme

shortfall of revenue in the next couple of years. In August, the Chicago Transit

Authority wiU submit an itemized plan of how they plan to resolve their problems.

Present conditions notwithstanding, there is a glimmer of hope on the

horizon. We are witnessing a slight economic upturn that will hopefully result in

more revenues ft-om the sales tax. We are constantly investigating new, innovative

approaches to solving problems. And we have been on the foreti^ont in preparing

the region for two of the biggest legislative impacts to come along in decades - the

Americans with Disabilities Act and the Clean Air Act Amendments. With the

new Administiation in the White House, we are optimistic about seeing public

tiansportation high on the list of

priorities.

Public tiansportation must

continue to serve a pivotal need in this

region. We must develop a long needed

approach to meeting customer needs.

We must protect our base, promote our

service and expand in areas which can

be successful in meeting the demands of

the futiare. These efforts will preserve

the vitality of the region. If they do not,

all of Northeastern Illinois is at risk.

Sincerely,

^^^^TO^U^^

Gayle M. Franzen

Legislative Affairs

Transportation Battle

for the Future

With the Clinton Administiation

beginning to take shape and policy

options under discussion, a reassess-

ment of the economy and higher than

expected budget deficits appear to have

jeopardized the campaign proposal for a

$20 billion-a-year Rebuild America

infrastructure program. However, there

has been greater interest expressed in an

energy tax increase, if its impact on the

middle class can be mitigated, some of

which could be dedicated to infrastiuc-

tijre programs, hi addition the General

Accounting Office released a paper on

investment pohcies that is generally

supportive of infrastructiare investinent

as having a high payoff in terms of

economic growth.

"We certainly hope to see public

transportation as a high priority on the

new Administration's agenda," said

RTA Chairman Gayle M. Franzen. " We
are encouraged thus far and anticipate

great things from President Clinton and

Secretary of Transportation Frederico

Pefia."

Numbers for an infrastiuchjre plan

are not expected before March. By law,

the administration has until the first

week of February to devise a budget and

the President will present his plan on

February 17. However, because of the

new Administration's expected delay in

forwarding a complete budget, there will

likely be a compressed schedule of

appropriation committee hearings

during the April-June period.

In testifying before the Senate

Commerce Committee, former Denver

mayor and DOT Secretary Peha indi-

cated that he supported the tiiU funding

of ISTEA (Intermodal Surface Transpor-

tation Efficiency Act). While ISTEA

legislation was originally signed by

President George Bush in Texas in

December 1991, its funding levels have

not yet been realized. It was promoted

(continued on page 5)



Americans With Disabilities Act
Preparing the Region to Meet the Challenge

I he Americans With Disabilities Act

(ADA), a sweeping law which mandates

access to private and public services for

people with disabilities, is swiftly

moving into action. Public transporta-

tion is merely one aspect of this Act.

Transit agencies are beginning to

upgrade their operating services to

become more convenient and suitable for

riders with disabilities, and must

incorporate these changes into their

systems over the next couple of years.

Failure to comply with these new

regulations could be considered an act of

discrimination actionable in Federal

Court and may also result in the loss of

federal funds.

Fortunately, the RTA has prepared

well for these changes and developed a

Regional Plan for the Chicago area prior

to the passage of ADA at a national level.

Led by RTA Director Kathleen Parker,

who chairs the United States Architec-

tural and Transportation Barriers

Compliance Board, the RTA has laid the

groundwork for the important goal of

achieving accessibility in transit.

"We are fortunate to have been ahead

of the curve in preparing for the legisla-

tion (ADA)," said Director Parker. "The

Act calls for momentous tasks that will

be challenging for everyone to comply

with materially and financially."

The U.S. Department of Transporta-

tion estimates the total annual cost for

national compliance of ADA regulations

to range anywhere from $843 million to

$1.3 billion, although transit agency

estimates are much higher. Accessible

vehicles make up only part of the cost.

Transit facilities are required to be

accessible as well. Because the U.S. DOT

has budgeted only $50 million, nation-

wide, for both ADA and Clean Air

regulations, transit agencies across the

country have focused on who will fund

the budget shortfalls. The federal

government, in response, is reviewing

ADA regulations to determine what

elements of transit systems must be

adjusted to fit the needs of people with

disabilities.

The RTA's three Service Boards: Pace,

the suburban bus division; Metra, the

commuter rail division; and the Chicago

Transit Authority, which provides bus

and rapid transit service to the City of

Chicago and 38 surrounding municipali-

ties, are preparing for ADA implementa-

tion. All three operators have followed a

policy of moving toward accessible

mainline service.

The Act mandates that all new transit

vehicles be accessible and that, at a

minimum, one car for every commuter

train be accessible within the next five

years, a commitment made in accor-

dance with the RTA Regional Plan for

Transportation of the Disabled prior to

the passage of ADA. Metra is in the

process of procuring up to 173 new

accessible cab cars. Delivery began in

1992 and will continue through 1995.

Metra is also in the process of rehabili-

tating an additional 165 cars, currently

used on the electric lines, to meet the

requirements. Metra has designated 34

percent of their stations as key stations.

These stations serve over 78 percent of

Metra's ridersfiip. Most will be fully

accessible by mid 1993, with completion

of several projects expected in 1996 and

2000. In addition to their key stations,

nearly half of Metra's stations are

hinctionally accessible.

Keeping in mind that ADA requires

all new purchases of transit vehicles be

accessible. Pace is also striving to meet

the regulations. Pace currently operates

500 buses, of which, 148 are wheelchair

accessible. Four outlying citv systems

are accessible, and sen'ice in the inner

suburbs are becoming accessible as new

buses are purchased. Lift ridership on

Pace's accessible city lines has averaged

one daily lift trip for every four buses in

service, a measure that is high in

comparison to other systems that

operate lift-equipped vehicles, and Pace

is very pleased with the results so far

considering it is a relatively new system.

The CTA is also buying their new

buses to be lift-equipped. Their current

fleet contains 2,280 buses. Approxi-

mately 950 of those are accessible. CTA

now provides accessible mainline service

on 31 routes throughout Chicago.

(conluuu'd on paj^e 6)



Stackable Electric Rental Cars
A New Mode of Public Transportation

How would you react to using rentable

electric cars to take to the train station

everyday? It is something the Regional

Transportation Authority and other

transit agencies are taking a close look at

as a means of increasing transit rider-

ship.

The idea of an electric "station car"

for commuters is catching on across the

country, as made evident at recent

conferences that drew transit and electric

utility officials from as far away as the

West Coast and New England. Last

June, the RTA hosted the first meeting of

the National Station Car consortium to

explore the concept of electric cars in

public transit, with a focus on the RTA's

proposed Stackable Electric Rental Car,

orSERC.

The consortium met agam in January

at the annual Transportation Research

Board conference in Washington D.C.

Nine transit agencies and six power

companies are currently participating in

the consortium. All parties reempha-

sized their commitment toward a

national demonstration. Currently there

is a demand for up to 450 electric

vehicles nationwide. The consortium

has sent a Request for Information to the

Electric Vehicle manufacturing commu-

nity and anticipates receiving responses

by the end of March.

The RTA has studied this new

visionary idea, and offers this as a

potential way to address not only the

mass traftic congestion and air pollution

that affects our city streets daily, but as a

simple answer to the constant parking

shortages at suburban commuter

railway stations. While the perfect

answer would be to get everybody on

buses and trains, the simple fact is that a

train doesn't run to everybody's front

S.E.R.C.

i *

A Stackable Electric Rental Car would have the nose and tail of the vehicle able to fold up (Top photo).

This stackable feature would alkw for more efficient use ofgreatly valued space at Metra parking lots

throughout the region.



door. There needs to be some sort of

collection system where people can use

public transportation the first few miles or

last few miles of their trip.

One attempt at a solution is the concept

of the SERC, electric cars that commuters

could rent at the h-ain station a day at a

time and have the capability of being

folded and stowed away. A SERC gives

you the flexibility to be able to commute

from home to train, train to office, or home

to office with the benefits of public

transportation and the independence of

operating your own vehicle.

Marc Hillier, Assistant Executive Director

of the RTA, describes the stackable cars as

a "fold up vehicle that stacks horizontally,

like a shopping cart." Commuters would

check out a vehicle at the train station in

the afternoon, take the first car in line,

drop the nose and tail, and drive away.

They would reUim it the next morning

when they arrive to the station, where the

car would be recharged.

The cars would seat two people and

have a luggage compartment in the fold-

down nose. Its wheelbase would measure

108 inches, one inch longer than a Honda

Accord. The car's empty weight would be

2,375 pounds, slightly more than a typical

economy car because of the batteries under

the floorboard. Unfolded, with nose and

tail extended for maximum collision

protection, the car would extend for 14 feet

10 inches, bumper to bumper. Folded, the

car would be about five feet long.

The vehicle would have an estimated

range of 30 miles in typical suburban

traffic, accelerate to 40 m.p.h. in approxi-

mately 14 seconds, and reach a top speed

of 50 to 60 m.p.h. Its performance would

be adequate for city and suburban streets,

but not enough for expressways and

tollways.

It is too early to predict the daily rental

fee, but because one would not have to

worry about paying for fuel or the upkeep

for the stackable vehicle, preliminary

estimates show that it could be advanta-

geous over owning a second car.

One concern is how well these cars

might perform in a Chicago winter,

with bitter cold, heavy snow, slushy

streets, a bucking wind and the SERC

pulling a full electrical load for the

motor, defroster, windshield wipers

and headlights. One answer might be

to give each stackable car a small,

backup gasoline engine of to generate

electricity in a pinch to recharge the

batteries, as well as to heat them in

cold weather so they could hold their

charge.

The stackable car represents the

latest attempt to rethink public transit

in an effort to coax drivers, particu-

larly those in the suburbs, out of their

own personal cars and use "door-to-

door" public transportation.

1993 RTA Budget
(Continuedfrom page!)

Boards from funds committed to the

capital program.

While temporarily diverting funds

from the capital program, the vitality

of improving and maintaining the

infrastructure is of uhnost importance.

The RTA will continue to upgrade the

systems infrastructure. The three

Service Boards have almost completed

programming the $1 billion of

bonding authority authorized by the

legislahire in 1989. It is expected that

$900 million of the $1 billion will have

been programmed through 1994.

Because of the aggressive program-

ming of capital moneys in the past, the

1993 capital program of $326 million

will be smaller than the 1992 level by

15 percent.

Legislative Affairs

(continuedfrom page 2)

as a great job creator and stimulator

to the economy and may provide the

framework for an infrastructure

investment plan.

"I'm pleased to see that the needs

of public transportation may now be

recognized with Secretary Pena's

commitment to ISTEA," Chairman

Franzen said. "This legislation is vital

to the needs and hihire of public

transportation and the country."

Five new members of the Illinois

Congressional delegation (Congress-

men Mel Reynolds, Bobby Rush, Luis

Guiterrez and Theodore Manzullo

and Senator Carol Moseley-Braun)

are in Washington for the first time.

For transportation, the most signifi-

cant committee assignments to date

have been by Congressman Reynolds

to the Ways and Means committee

and Senator Moseley-Braun to the

Banking Conunittee which has

oversight of mass transit programs.

Also of significance is Congressman

Lipinski's advancement in the Public

Works Committee; now seventh in

full committee seniority.

On the State side of government,

the Illinois General Assembly passed

a bill which sets up an "Employee

Commute Options Act" to bring

Illinois into compliance with those

provisions of the Clean Air Act which

require that employers with more

than 100 employees reduce the

number of vehicles arriving to their

worksites during peak travel periods.

There is some concern, however, that

various parts of the Act do not

achieve the federal intent. In

particular, the omission of public

transportation in some of the neces-

sary calculations and the level of

severity of enforcement producers

may provoke some objections by the

U.S. EPA and require that the General

Assembly readdress the issue.
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RTA Transit Check
(Continuedfrom page 1)

a periodic reward or incentive, or in any

way a company sees lit. A company

only pays the face value of the check,

ensuring that the employees receive the

full benefit of the subsidy expendihire.

The Regional Transportation Authority

derives no profit from a purchase of

RTA Transit Checks.

"We also believe that RTA Transit

Check provides companies a unique

way to comply with recently approved

Clean Air Act mandates," said Jibben.

"The Act requires employers of 100 or

more to increase the number of their

employees per vehicle for all work trips

by 25 percent. Incentives to use public

transportation, like RTA Transit Check,

can assist."

All employers in the six-coimty RTA

region are eligible to participate in the

RTA Transit Check program. There are

no restrictions as to company size or

location. Many member companies

order only one RTA Transit Check per

month, many others order hundreds.

Any employee is eligible. Part-timers,

interns and anyone on a company's

payroll can be given this transportation

subsidy.

Governmental and other not-for-

profit organizations are also eligible to

participate in the program. While non-

profit organizations are not entitled to

deduct the expenditure for tax purposes,

they can still derive other real benefits

from providing the transportation

subsidy.

The Internal Revenue Code allows

employers to subsidize their employees'

use of public transportation. RTA

Transit Check was devised to make it as

simple as possible for employers to take

advantage of the provision.

While employers have been free to

provide the public h-ansportation

subsidy since 1984, the onus previously

lay upon them to create a program,

purchase and distribute transit passes,

and keep extensive records on employee

participation. RTA Transit Check was

devised to cut down administrative

rigmarole for the participating employer

and to make it as simple and attractive

as possible for them to subsidize their

employees' work trips.

The program, which now includes

more than 400 companies has been in

operation since August 1990. '."'

3 5556 038 330338

Americans With

Disabilities Act
(continued frofn page 5)

Compliance on the CTA rail

system is a little more difficult. At

present, 17 of the CTA 143 rapid

transit stations are accessible. The

CTA , in consultation with the

disabled community developed a key

station plan committing to a

timeframe for the accessibility of 44

stations on their system. An addi-

tional 10 stations have been desig-

nated as priority accessible stations.

This plan will be implemented over

the next 30 years.

The progress made by the service

boards thus far is impressive. They

are seriously committed to bring

persons with disabilities onto

mainline public transportation in

accordance with ADA. Yet, with

legislation for full compliance

looming and scarce funding in the

region, the financial ability to meet

these new federal mandates will be

problematic.
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